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POT rePOT no POT ???
(sounds potty)

Some definitions

Final POT theory?

Single vs double stent

When and where to POT

Final vs Procedural

Whats rePOT?



What is POT

Inflation of an NC balloon just proximal to the carina 

designed to optimise expansion in the MB

Push struts across the SB orifice

Move this 

edge of the 

stent to here



POT - Why do it ?

• To optimise result in the main branch 

Both increase area and reduce malapposition

• Reduce obstruction to the side branch 

• To prevent guide wire tracking behind your stent during recross

Mechanism of longitudinal distortion



Thanks to  

F Burzotta

What does POT look like ??



Where to put the POT 

Ormiston



Where should a POT balloon be placed

This is POT is too 

DEEP

These diameters have 

to be different



Where should a POT balloon be placed
If I cant decide where to place the POT on 

a cartoon….how do I expect to place it 

accurately in a 3D coronary artery

Make sure stent is long enough to allow 

POT (proximal to the bifurcation)

We commonly underdilate the MB 

proximally 

Take home message 1 –

Don’t POT too distal…



How many POTs in an optimal cullotte ??

1, 2, 3 or 4 

Procedural POT



POT : how often and when

POT should be performed before SB dilatation

Importance of distal wire crossing 

OCT imaging can help avoid deformation 



Thanks to  

F Burzotta

How many procedural POTs in an optimal cullotte ??

3



Thanks to  

F Burzotta

2 POTs in an “optimal” DK crush

2



So whats RePOT?

vs POT,  final POT, procedural POT??? 



We know why we kiss?

Apart form the obvious answer!

To recreate the carina and prevent carina shift

IVUS illustration Dr Koo BK



Risk of aggressive kissing

This snake had 

swallowed a 

porcupine

Bad idea!!



Problems with final kissing

After kissing there is

Deformed MB lumen –

overexpanded

assymetric overstrech

Oval MB lumen- not round with 

increased elipicity

Risk of proximal MB 

underexpansion



POT side rePOT

Eurointervention 2018; 14: e325-332

POT / side / POT

Reduced SB obstruction 

Less malaposition

Improved elipicity



RePOT is it practical?



RePOT is it practical?



Possible issues with distal rePOT

Slides from J Ormiston et al





And finally ……take home messages

The result in the MB is more important than the result in the SB 

POT should be part of every bifurcation interventional technique 

(including single stent)… respect the fractal geometry

In any 2 stent technique procedural POT reduces risk of abluminal

wiring- so do it 

For final POT especially don’t POT too distal …POT proximal  
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